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Scientific Residency Program in Sociomuseology
Within the scope of Museology coordination, the Scientific Residency Program in
Sociomuseology is created for students, researchers and post-graduate teachers, oriented
towards the study and development of projects, aiming at the exchange of experiences and
knowledge in the area of Museology in general and of Sociomuseology in particular, having as
preference the field of observation and co-creation the Portuguese cultural reality.
The Program now instituted, will be governed by the following Regulation (JOINT ORDER No.
27/2019)
1- The request for a Scientific Residency in Sociomuseology must be addressed to the direction
of the Coordination of the PhD Program in Museology at ULHT, with identification document,
certificates attesting the title of the degree, Curriculum vitae, date and intended duration and
the objectives and activities to be developed. Applications are open permanently.
2- Each project will be accompanied by a tutor holding the Doctor's Degree, who is responsible
for scientific monitoring and logistical guidance, when requested, regarding the development
of the project.
3- Each resident must submit at the end of the period a critical report of the work developed,
which may take on the nature of a scientific article to be submitted to Revista Cadernos de
Sociomuseologia for publication or other.
4- The doctoral program makes available to the resident: workspace in the L3EM (Laboratory
of experimentation in Education Space and Museology), equipped with computer and printer,
equipment for videoconferencing, subject to the necessary schedule, and access to the Library
of the University.
5- The completion of each scientific residency must be enrolled in the Academic Services for a
period of three months, which can be renewed for identical periods up to a maximum of 4
times, with the respective fees in accordance with the table to be published in Order of
Service.
6- The successful completion of the Residency gives rise to the attribution of a certificate of
achievement, issued by the Academic Services

